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Dear Parents/Guardians:
This morning a serious incident occurred in the Atherton School District at
the corner of Kleinpell Street and Atherton Road. Two elementary students
were waiting for the bus in front of their home when a vehicle with three
occupants stopped just past the driveway. One of the occupants exited the
vehicle wearing a ski mask and approached the students. The student’s
parent was watching through the window and intervened immediately,
scaring the perpetrators away.

Burton Police have described the occupants as three African-American
males driving a light blue, mid 90’s, full-size Suburban. Please contact the
Burton Police with any information which may lead to the identification of
these individuals.

Please take this opportunity to speak with your children about how to
respond if approached by a stranger. Suggested tips to assist in the
discussion around staying alert in all surroundings and knowing how to
respond to strangers are included herein.

Thank you for your continued partnership in helping us all maintain our
students’ safety.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Dupuis
Superintendent
Bentley Community Schools

1170 N. Belsay Road 0 Burton, MI 485090(810) 591-9100 0 FAX (810) 591-9102



STRANGER SAFETY TIPS

The following are stranger safety tips you should always follow when you’re not
with an adult who is taking care of you:

• Don’t talk to strangers.

• Don’t take anything from strangers.

• Don’t go anywhere with someone you don’t know.

• Stay more than an arm’s reach away from strangers. If you are approached
by a stranger, run to a safe place.

• Trust your instincts — if you feel you are being followed or something is not
right, seek help immediately.

• Use the buddy system — avoid walking anywhere alone.

• If a stranger approaches you, you do not have to speak to him or her. Never
approach a stranger in a motor vehicle. Just keep walking or running. Do
not accept candy or any other items from a stranger. Never walk off with a
stranger no matter what he or she tells you.

• If a stranger grabs you, do everything you can to stop him or her from
pulling you away or dragging you into his or her car. Drop to the ground,
kick, hit, bite, and scream. Do whatever it takes to attract the attention of
others who can help you. If someone is dragging you away, scream, “this is
not my dad,” or “this is not my mom.”


